I. INTRODUCTION
T HE present trend of VLSI technology is to place 11 ore functional blocks and increasingly complex circuits 1 . 1 n a single chip. One of the ways to accomplish miniaturizatic-II is to shrink the basic MOS device structure. As MOSFET':; are shrunk, its length, width, oxide thickness, doping concel 1 rations, and applied voltages must be scaled or varied accor ling to some rules to preserve the characteristics of the corresp1)nding large device [ l ] . However, a perfect scaling rule cannc t be found because very small devices usually show some unexpe :led effects such as punchthrough, hot carriers injection, de:jendence of threshold voltage on the channel dimension, ctc. These phenomena, which give rise to a variation in device pa .ameter as a function of the size, are called geometry effects. l:mh parameter variations, ,will have a very important effec on circuit and layout design, and therefore must be well ur.derstood and accurately predicted.
Among the device parameters that are affected by the rtitluction in dimension, the most important one is the threshold voltage, which depends on both the length as well as the v :ldth of the channel. The effect of short-channel length in decre Issing the threshold voltage of MOSFET has been taken into consideration in designing LSI for years [2] , [3 1. Later, Jeppsclm is one of the first to predict the increase of threshold voltage as the device width shrinks down [4] . In his model, a rectangular shape is assumed for the depletion charge, with a fitting pi. I ameter accounting for the amount of side charge (see Fi;, . 1).
This charge gives rise to the narrow width effect if the magni- tude of side charge becomes significant in comparison with the charge density underneath the gate electrode. Kroell and Ackermann [SI solved the two-dimensional Poisson's equation under a simple set of boundary conditiofls to find the threshold voltage by finite difference method. Noble and Cottrell [6] applied the finite element method to incorporate width crosssection of varying structures and doping profiles in their investigation of narrow device. Akers [7] considered different geometrical approximations to the depletion charge. Later, he and his co-workers [SI examined the effect of tapered oxide and field doping encroachment on the threshold voltage of a narrow-channel MOSFET. At present, to account for the variation of the threshold voltage with the channel width, we have to either rely on a timeconsuming numerical calculation or a simple model with an adjustable parameter which must be fitted with experimental data under different
circumstances. An accurate expression describing the variation of threshold voltage with width, without the above shortcomings, does not exist. This paper aims at developing such a closed form analytical expression of the threshold voltage of a narrow-width MOSFET without invoking any adjustable parameter. The mathematical technique employed in the present investigation is similar to that used in a recent theoretical study of electrographic development [9] . The formula is derived from a Fourier transform of the potential over the width cross section focusing on the fringe electric field. 11. MODEL FORMULATION When a voltage is applied to an electrode of finite dimension, the electric field lines are mostly straight and uniform, except those near the edges. In fact, the so-called fringe field penetrates into the vicinity of the electrode. Normally, when the dimension is large such that the portion of field lines due to the fringe field is insignificant compared to all the field lines, the size effect is negligible. However, when the dimension diminishes, the fringe field becomes relatively important [ 101 ; this gives rise to the size effect or geometrical effect in several electrostatic phenomena. A well-known example can be found in electrographic development [9] , in which the resolution capability goes down as the images become finer. This is due to the fact that the fringe field due to charges in the dark area penetrates relatively more into the neighboring white area, thus losing its resolution capability of image reproduction in electrophotography.
A similar situation is encountered in the present MOS device structure. When the width of the electrode becomes really small, the fringe field becomes significant in comparison with the normal field lines underneath the gate electrode, giving rise to the effect of dependence of the threshold voltage on the width of the device. As mentioned above, a similar situation in electrophotography has been successfully analyzed, using the Fourier transform technique, by calculating the fringe field and potential of a given system. It seems natural to apply the same technique to the narrow-width device problem with, of course, modifications allowing for the specific structure and boundary conditions of the present problem.
For an MOSFET, the threshold voltage is given by
where VFB is the flat-band voltage, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance, and @B is the bulk Fermi level. QB is the amount of depletion charge controlled by the gate electrode. For most analytical models accounting for the geometry effects, it is always assumed implicitly that the above equation is also applicable to small device, differing only in the method adopted in the calculation of QB. To facilitate calculation and comparison with the experimental and numerical data, two assumptions should be made; the interface potential under the gate is uniform and the charges on the gate are distributed evenly. It can be seen later that the second assumption can be relaxed, thus eliminating the need for an adjustable parameter.
The major differences between the present and previous approaches are as follows:
1) In the previous analytical models, attention was focused on charges underneath the gate and those immediately outside the gate area (side charge in Fig. l) , whereas in the present approach we analyze the field underneath the gate as well as the fringe field, and their corresponding potentials. Both are equivalent as far as the physical picture is concerned, for all these quantities are related to each other via the Poisson's equation and appropriate differentiation.
2 ) Regarding the method of calculation, previous approaches either rely on a time-consuming numerical computer computation or assume the side charge to have a definite shape whose dimension is treated as an adjustable parameter. However, the present work attempts to compute the fringe fie1.d as accurately as possible, from all relevant basic physical parameters, without invoking any ad hoc adjustable parameter whose value is usually fitted with experimental data. In fact, the computed changes in the threshold voltage due to the finite size fringe field can be identified with the contribution due to the side charge, thus giving a physical picture of the previously reported adjustable parameter. The present model can predict the threshold voltage over a wide rangg of conditions, whereas the earlier analytical models will require a prior knowledge of the experimental threshold voltage in order that the value of the fitting parameter can be found. Of course, in the process of calculation approximation will be needed to simplify the computational complexity, and discussions will be made later to discuss the validity and the effectiveness of the approximation. Fig. 1 illustrates the width cross section of a MOSFET with the depletion charge under the oxide layer. As the gate width W diminishes, the side charge becomes comparable to the ideal depletion charge in magnitude, thus causing an increase in threshold voltage as can be seen from (1). To study this threshold modulation quantitatively, a two-dimensional potential problem is solved for the width cross section by means of Fourier transform. The transformed quantity has no simple physical meaning, but offers a convenient means whereby we can solve the problem. However, the variable in the transformed space k can be regarded as the spatial frequency which has a simple physical interpretation. When k is zero it corresponds to an infinitely large gate electrode, i.e., the large geometry situation with no size effect. If k is nonzero, it corresponds to the finite-size situation with nonzero fringe field whose magnitude becomes proportionally larger as the spatial frequency increases. Appendix I show!< that the transformed potential in the region concerned is given by
2nd V,, , p(a) are the transformed gate level voltage and transformed space-charge density, respectively.
The integrations in ( 2 ) are simplified through making p(a) aindependent, by assuming an ideal depletion charge boundary as shown in Fig. 2 . b, then becomes the ideal depletion depth. Notice that side charge can also be included as rectangular charge box in the diagram. Using the superposition of channel and field space-charge densities ( p , and pf), we get
Fig. 2.
Simplified structure used in the present model.
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The first term on the right-hand side of (4) is the mos. important term, which describes the major component 01' the spatial frequency dependence of the transformed vol :,uge. When k is zero, i.e., for an infinite size, this term is at its I n a xh u m . However, when k is nonzero, i.e., for a finite-!ized electrode, it decreases as k increases. The physical picture is simple: the field strength on the finite-sized electrode is s m d e r than that on an infinite electrode, because part of the apq)l:ied voltage becomes the fringe field near the edges. Thus a lxger applied voltage is needed in order to achieve the same lev 21 of inversion as in the large-geometry case, giving rise to an inct ease in the threshold voltage when the width of the MOS structure diminishes. Other terms in (4) involving charges, jg an21 Es, are correction terms due to a combination of the space-charge effect and the finite size geometry. These are minor co '~'ection terms describing the second-order effect of the depencl1:lnce of the voltage on the space charge. However, to solve for ??k, z ) exactly both jg and jf must be known accurately; but hese charges depend, in turn, on the total voltage. These unkn 2wn quantities can either be solved rigorously in a self-consistent manner or approximately by successive iterations. As we / w e mentioned above, these corrections are of minor effect, an ;i to simplify calculation we have assumed that fi is independer t of the vertical distance z in obtaining (4). This also justifie:; .I:he neglect of side charge as shown in Fig. 2 , thus eliminating; the need for an adjustable parameter.
In order to get back the physical voltage V(x, z ) , a linea. array of MOSFET's with a period T in the x-direction is u;ed and a uniform voltage Vf is assumed between the gates as shi)lm in Fig. 2 Strictly speaking, the averaged surface carrier concentration over the gate width, rather than the voltage at the middle, should be used. However, in view of the observation that the surface charge is neglected in this model and the potential underneath the gate width is fairly uniform [ 6 ] , and to simplify the computation, we have opted for the threshold definition as given in (7). Making use of (6) 
The assumptions made in Fig. 2 in treating the potential V f between the gates to be uniform and neglecting the side charge are reasonable because they do not affect the interface potential directly below the middle of the gate significantly. As we have discussed before, the important size effect is mainly accounted for by the fringe field, and the effect due to the space charge p (including the side charge) only gives rise to secondorder corrections. It is in these correction terms that the side charge is neglected in performing the Fourier transform. Otherwise the calculation will be very complicated. Or, an iterative procedure can also be taken for example; calculate V without the side charge, then compute the induced side charge from V , and recalculate V taking the induced side charge into consideration. In principle, the iteration can be carried several times to obtain very accurate result. However, then the computation time will be very long, losing the intended advantages over detailed numerical simulation calculation. Therefore, the approximation is made as an optimum approach such that a reasonably accurate result can be obtained with a sound physical basis, but without a time-consuming numerical computation. Discussions on the validity of the approximation will be deferred to Appendix 111.
Since a linear array of MOSFET's is used instead of an individual one, the interference between the MOSFET's has t o be minimized. This can be easily achieved by increasing the distance between adjacent MOSFET's. Nevertheless, accompanying with this is a mounting number of terms for the summation series required for convergence, thus lengthening the computation time. Therefore, an optimal value should be chosen for the separation of device. Calculations using (8) elucidate that VT would remain nearly independent of the spatial period T provided that the distance between devices is about 1.4 times greater than the depletion depth bg. This means that the fringe field extends sideway to a distance of 0.7 b, approximately, which is quite consistent with the lateral spread of space charge commonly used in the other analytical models. For the following VT evaluations, in order to minimize the calculation time, the spatial period is taken to be
We have examined the convergence of the series in (8), by analyzing the percentage error as a function of the number of harmonics taken in the summation. Again discussions will be deferred to Appendix 111. The convergence of the series is reasonably rapid and the computational time is quite acceptable. Now two special cases are considered. The first one is when the field oxide is much thicker than that of gate region. Then Vsf, t,, and bf are very small, and (8) is reduced to a simpler form The other case is for a large device in which k tends to zero in (2). Then we have Integrating and taking inverse transform, then for Vo = VT -VBS and V(0, bg) = 2 @~ -VBS which is the expression commonly used for the threshold voltage of a large device. This result can also be derived by putting t, = p, = 1 and bg = bf into ( 8 ) , which is equivalent to simply reducing the twodimensional problem to an one-dimensional one.
THEORETICAL CURVES
Since V , is obtained by evaluating a simple expression in the present model, it is easy to investigate its dependence on the parameters of a device. This approach should be contrasted to numerical models which require excessive computation time. (The convergence of the three summation series used in (8) is analyzed in Appendix 111.)
A few curves are shown to illustrate the threshold modulation. Default values for substrate doping Ng and gate oxide thickness tg are 1E1S cm-3 and 500 a, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the increase in V , as the channel width decreases. This is aggravated if the backgate bias takes a larger value. The influences of field doping N f and field oxide thickness t f on this narrow-width effect are also shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively; higher field doping and/or thicker field oxide will enhance the V , modulation. The reason is that the ideal depletion depth in the field region thus resulted is smaller, giving rise to a larger amount of side charge in the transition region from the ideal gate depletion depth to the ideal field depletion depth. 
TV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RI:SULTS A?, 11
EARLIER ANALYTICAL MODELS Different definition for V , is used for various mode.L and experiments. Therefore, the values for V , may be diff:rent from one another. In order to have a more meaningful comparison for the present model, only the change in V , vv ill be considered.
The results published in [6] are used to verify the anal;rtical Fig. 9 illustrates the effect of channel width on the threshold increase when VBs equals to 3 and 11 V. ' Both numerical and experimental data are used for comparison. It can be seen that a good agreement is obtained among the three sets of data down to 2 pm range. Fig. 10 shows the substrate sensitivity of VT modulation for three channel widths and also illustrates the reasonable agreement between this model and the numerical model. The discrepancy appears to be larger at higher backgate bias and this may contribute to the larger amount of side charge which is neglected in the integrations of the correction terms in (2).
Finally, the analytical expression for the threshold voltage is compared with simple expression obtained in the earlier analytical models. This will shed light on the physical origin of the required adjustable parameter and the validity in treating these parametric values as constant.
After some algebraic manipulation, (8) can be transformed to a form similar to that used in other analytical models
(1 2)
where the weighting factor of the side charge is found to be with 
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The dependence of 6 on the substrate bias and the channel width is shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. Here we have demonstrated that the so-called weighting factor can be calculated once all the basic physical parameters, e.g., doping concentration, substrate bias, oxide thickness, etc., are known. There is therefore no necessity to treat the weighting factor as an ad hoc adjustable parameter. Furthermore, from Figs. 11 and 12 we see that in general, the validity of treating the weighting factor as a constant is questionable. At diffe m t channel widths, the weighting factor varies slowly with1 the substrate bias. With a given substrate bias, the weighting fa :tor decreases as the channel width increases; the dependencf on the width is rather weak if the channel is wider than abclllt 5 pm. These observations may explain, why in some particullar cases, some earlier analytical models do seem to agree rea mnably well with experimental results.
V. DISCUSSIONS A N D CONCLUSION
A simple closed form analytic expression for predicting r.he threshold voltage of a narrow-width MOSFET is derived by analyzing the potential over its width cross section with 1.he Fourier transform technique. Since the present approach focuses on the calculation of the fringe electric field, wit1 no concern about the shape of the depletion charge, no fir. ting parameter is required as in some existing analytical models. The present model takes into account the channel width, gate oxide thickness, substrate doping, substrate bias, field oxide thickness, and field doping. Curves are obtained based on a simple MOS structure to demonstrate the dependence of V , on these parameters. Calculations based on a more complex or realistic structure are in progress and will be published elsewhere. For example, we have analysed the dependence of V , on the detailed shape of the doping profile of a narrow-channel device.
A comparison of the present analytical expression for threshold voltage with that of simple expressions already published has also been made. This provides an expression of the usual weighting factor (an adjustable parameter) in earlier analytical models in terms of the basic physical quantities, such as oxide thickness, doping density, etc. The comparison sheds light on the physical origin of the fitting parameter, and gives an evaluation of the usual assumption of regarding the parameter as a constant.
Major assumptions involved in the present model are: 1) calculating the threshold voltage by identifying the potential value at the middle of the gate electrode rather than taking the averaged value over the width dimension, 2 ) neglecting side charge in the calculation of the correction terms of fringe electric field. While the latter assumption hardly introduces any significant error (Appendix 111), the former assumption is likely to be responsible for any disagreement with the numerical results. This is especially true if the channel is extremely narrow when the potential under the gate electrode could be quite nonuniform. In that case, the averaged value of the potential should be taken, and this presents no major difficulty, but the computation time will be much longer.
In conclusion, we have formulated a simple model to compute analytically the threshold voltage of a narrow-channel MOSFET. The computer time required is negligible when compared with the usual numerical calculation, and therefore, the expression can easily be incorporated into any simulation program which requires a value fdr the threshold voltage. The value predicted for the threshold voltage is in reasonable agreement with experimental and numerical results. The accuracy can be improved by an averaging and/or iterative calculation, but the computation time will be longer. This presents a tradeoff between accuracy and computer time, and the present model offers this flexibility.
Another advantage of the present approach is that it requires no ad hoc fitting parameter, and existing experimental data for different situations are, therefore, not required. Once the values for different physical quantities are given, the threshold voltage can be predicted over a wide range of operating conditions. This approach could be useful in simulation studies or as a guide prior to experimental work, but without the usual time-consuming numerical computation. Conditions due to Gauss' law are
through the substitution of (A8). The charge per unit area in the area in the depletion region
Since there is no space charge in the three regions, the three In this section we discuss the convergence of infinite sums involved in (8), and also discuss the validity of neglecting side charge in the calculation of the correction terms.
In (8), there are three infinite sums involved in calculating the threshold voltage. We have examined separately the number of terms required in each summation in order to achieve a certain acceptable error. Fig. 14 illustrates two typical sets of results for the three sums. Even the worst sum converges reasonably rapidly as far as computation time is concerned. In our results, we require the relative error in each sum to be less than or equal to 5 X and the time required to compute one V , is reasonably short, with an average CPU time of 0.2 s in Univac 1 100. Fig. 15 . Dependence of VT on the amount of side charge. The three curves are fori 1) no side charge, 2) with side charge extendin). 'sideway to a distance equal to half a depletion depth, and 3) witik side charge extending sideway to a distance equal to one depletion dl; pth.
The approximation of neglecting side charge is disc .med here. As we mentioned before, the change in V , is attriluted to the fringe field in the present work, rather than focusi:lg on side charge as in earlier analytical model. The side chari:c,: appears explicitly in the correction terms in the present rodel. To show the effect is small, we have calculated V,, assl. ~ning the existence of side charge up to about one depletion 'depth in the width direction beyond the electrode edge. , Fig.. 15 shows a summary of the calculation. The threshold v1)ltage computed with one depletion depth of side charge differ!, only marginally from that based on the calculation with n'o side charge. In earlier section, we mentioned that the fringci field extends sideway t o a distance on the order of a fraction ' I f the depletion depth. In Fig. 15 , the threshold voltage results, based on the existence of side charge extending to half a depktion width, almost coincide with those with no side charge. "'herefore, we can confidently conclude that the neglect of' side charge in our calculation of correction terms in VT will not introduce any significant error. After all, the side charge is only the effect of the fringe field which is the actual cause of the narrow-width effect. The feedback of the side charge on the potential distribution should be small, especially near the middle of the gate provided the amount of side charge is not too large as compared to the charge directly under the gate. The steeper slopes of our curves in Figs. 9 and 10 for narrower gate width and higher backbias testify that the side charge can no longer be neglected in this operating region where it is of a considerable quantity. Fig. 15 also shows the overestimate of threshold voltage if no side charge is included.
Next, the assumption of uniform gate-level voltage V f in the field region is discussed. From numerical simulation, it is found that the gate-level voltage falls off very quickly to a steady value at both sides of the gate, especially when the side walls are fairly vertical. Thus the approximation of abrupt change in gate-level voltage will only introduce larger higher harmonics, but have little effect on the lower harmonics. Since the threshold voltage is calculated by summing the lower harmonics mainly, it is not much affected. In fact this smoother transition of gate-level voltage can be approximated by slightly decreasing the field oxide thickness or the field doping (This will increase V ' slightly). The resulting effect is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and is only a small decrease in threshold voltage, This further accounts for the larger threshold voltage calculated for regions where narrow-width effect is promilent.
